Software developer nearshoring
and programming services

Looking for an extra pair of hands
in your IT team?

Fear no more!
We provide the team augmentation
services (in the body leasing or
subcontracting models) to help your team
build high performance, scalable and
durable Web solutions.

Why should you work with us?
Here are some real’ good reasons!
We have 100+ experienced PHP (OXID, Symfony, WordPress),
React, Blockchain and Flutter developers on board… and our
team is continuously growing!

We work for the respected ones!

Working for one of the most
experienced OXID Enterprise
partners

We’re in da-house!

We’re neighbours!

We create an in-house team which

We are located in Poland, in the heart

enables the flawless exchange of

of Europe. You are welcome to visit our

ideas. Under one roof the close
supervision by the company

office in Warsaw. There are multiple
direct convenient flights to Warsaw.

co-owners is also possible. All

We can also visit your headqurters, we

results in high efficiency accuracy.

often travel all around Germany and
Western Europe.

We offer delightful
prices

Coding like a pro

We’ve just turned 15!

Get the highest quality of
created software ensured by
our Technical Leaders. All of our
in-house developers are
continuously supported by the
senior devs to avoid downtime
and ensure constant progress.

We have been serving successfully
our clients for the past 15 years!
All these years have we been
delivering top-notch team
augmentation services as well as
creating the cutting-edge
complex B2B and B2C web
systems and apps.

So proud of our 5

240+ projects =

We’re humans, we can

stars!

experienced

speak!

We are proud of 5 stars on
Clutch.co, we also hold 5* rating
on themeforest.net. 88% of our
clients return to us with further
projects and outsourcing
services. 91% is our client
satisfaction level.*

We have successfully
implemented over 240 projects
of custom web system, apps,
mobile apps, themes and
plugins. Our outsourced teams
are continuously expanded upon
the orders of our returning
clients.

Fluent in English, we are always
happy to discuss the possible
outsourcing models, or talk about
your project. You can freely
communicate with our owner
business analysts, project
managers, owners as well as
developers to hire.

Thanks to our location in Central
Europe you will be surprised of the
reasonable prices we offer.
However, we always value the
quality over money, to make sure
we build only customized,
sustainable and scalable
solutions.

*88% - Based on the number of clients who ordered createITweb systems, apps or outsourcing services at least twice.
*91% - Based on the ratings of createIT themes & plugins published on ThemeForest.net

How about the proof of skills?
It’s official, we’re fellows with the respected ones!
Here are some of our strong partnerships,
as well as the awards and certifications we are proud of.


Clutch 5* rating

Any particular experience?
In the nearshoring model we have already been developing
software for OXID Core and OXID Professional Services. We
also outsource our team to cgrd GmbH (formerly Top Concepts)
– one of the most experienced OXID Enterprise partners.
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How can we help?
We’re just good at IT!
We offer direct developer nearshoring services, and custom
software programming services in multiple cooperation models,
to suit your needs.

Team Augmentation

Cooperation
Models

Agreement
Flexibility

Direct developer
outsourcing
(outstaffing)

Project
Outsourcing
(subcontracting)

Length - adapted to your needs but not less than 1 month
Working time –from part-time (from 20h/monthly) to full-time
Project Management –with/without according to your needs

We have the world class expertise in Symfony,
Wordpress, OXID, React, Flutter and Blockchain.

Find out all at:
createit.com/outstaffing

No recruitment

HR stability

Cost optimization

process

Avoid employee absence or
resignation. We deal with the
stability of your HR resources.

Pay only for completed working
hours and not the constant
maintenance of your IT team.
Quickly adjust the number of
outsourced developers to ensure
cost effectiveness.

Expand your company’s
technology base without the need
of conducting a tedious
recruitment process.

How we do IT

Who stands behind IT?

1
From the createIT team we assign developer(s) most suitable for your project (factors considered: experience, stack, communication, self-reliance).

2
Direct Outstaffing Services
The selected developers work exclusively for
you (full-time/part-time) - you manage,
assign, and acknowledge the tasks yourself.
Outstaffing Services with PM ontop

Aleksander Fredrych

Bartosz Borkowski

Co-founder & CTO, Senior PHP
Symfony Developer, Main System
Architect

Co-founder & CSO, Senior Front-End
Developer, Main System Analyst

System Architect with 15yrs of
Commercial Experience, he
professes to hold special feelings
towards PHP & Symfony web
development. In his career he has
designed, developed and
introduced virtually every type of
web-based system or solution. An
enthusiast of cutting edge
technologies, and a true
technocrat.

Senior Web Developer, who after
10yrs of programming pivoted to
System Analyst. He fills in a gap
between business expectations
and development constraints.
Designed and led deployment of
dozens of large scale IT projects.
Believes in leveraging technology
to solve real human problems.

Alternatively you hire our team (full-time/
part-time) with the createIT Project Manager ontop to manage your createIT outsourced team's tasks for you.
Project Subcontracting Services
You hire our team with the createIT Project
Manager ontop to implement your complete
project, or its part. We take the whole responsibility for the project,
and offer a warranty.

3
We deal with all matters related to HR and
potential replacements. The whole process
is always supervised by the company
owners, which guarantees the proper quality
of service.

Not convinced yet? SRSLY?
Inspire yourself with our OXID Clients’ case studies.
Client:

cgrd GmbH (formerly Top Concepts)
A significant Enterprise partner of OXID, and a
Hamburg software agency digitizing trading and
sales processes.

Scope:

Supporting the development of cgrd GmbH
custom e-commerce platforms for
wholesale and foreign trade, based on
OXID framework.

Business

Team augmentation services, currently:

model:

5 createIT back-end developers directly
outsourced with a potential for more,
2 createIT front-end developer directly
outsourced with a potential for more.

Tech stack:

OXID, PHP, HMTL5, CSS, JavaScript,
jQuery

Client:

OXID eSales
Freiburg-based OXID eSales AG is one of the leading
manufacturers of e-commerce platform solutions in
the German-speaking world. Companies such as
Bitburger, Trigema, Edeka and Schiesser in B2C or
Mercedes-Benz Gebrauchtteile Center,
GROB-WERKE and Murrelektronik in B2B operate
online shops based on the OXID eShop platform
known for its high adaptability, flexibility, quality and
short time to market.

Scope:

Supporting the development of OXID
framework core as well as the
implementations of the OXID-based custom
e-commerce platforms for the end-clients.

Business

Team augmentation services, currently:

model:

Tech stack:

2 createIT back-end developers directly outsourced
to OXID core team to develop the framework of
OXID.

OXID, PHP, HMTL5, CSS, JavaScript,
jQuery

Don’t take our word on it, our clients say it best!
Onboarding new developers worked like a charm. createIT send us

We started working together almost eight years ago. […]

devs to Hamburg. We also visited them in Warsaw. We see these devs

createIT has completed multiple web development projects. […]

as extensions to our Hamburg based teams, so they virtually

ĂäűŪäĂäěłäàŖŉŉĆúĢĆƈÚÁĢőěűĆġłŅĩŪäĩŖŅàĆúĆőÁěĆŹÁőĆĩĢ͕Ăäű

participate in our meetings. We communicate a whole lot with each

built for us but also help us come up with ideas to increase our

other, which is very important. Most of people at createIT speak and
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write excellent English –this is great! […]
ĂäƈĢÁĢÚĆÁěÁŉłäÚőĆŉÁěŉĩĆġłĩŅőÁĢőőĩŖŉ͕äÚÁŖŉäőĂäűŅä
In addition to the technical knowledge and work performance of the

Poland-based, they’re two or three times less expensive than the
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options we have here in Austria. […] They've never disappointed us

owners Bartek and Aleks.

so far. They’re reliable and always complete their work on time.
They always do their work or even more. We’ve never had any

It’s very open-minded and valuing partneship, which I don’t want

surprises on costs. […]

to miss. […]
They don’t just do what we ask, they also think about what we
need and how we can improve.

Henrik Steffen,

Christoph Metlewicz,

Managing Director
cgrd GmbH (former Top Concepts GmbH)

Head of International Marketing
Alukoenigstahl

Check out our OXID plugin code quality!

We want to actively contribute to OXID community, so we have created a free plugin
for OXID based e-shops: OXID Shop Locator. A real must-have if you have multiple shop locations!

OXID Shop Locator by createIT allows you
to show all your e-shop locations’ markers
in one list, with convenient map preview as
well as the search and filtering options to
easier find the closest store location.

Download open source from:
createit.com/oxid
and verify our code quality

createIT s.c. Borkowski Bartosz Fredrych Aleksander
Wasiutyńskiego Street, 16
00-707 Warsaw, Poland
VAT # 956 22 888 44
createIT.com
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+44 20 819 00 454

